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Abstract

Tideo flms are cowidered by traditional
teachers as just light entertainments. They hove
technical dfficttlties associated with using them in the

language classroom. Ifowever, these days, language

teqchers recognize the potential of the video films as

a language teaching aid. They take advantage of the
videofilmsfor teaching allfour skills. The content of
the film provides the opportunities for language
practice. Moreover, language can be wed to explore
the content. In trfyanmar, wh*e English as aforeign
language is actively used only in the classroom, video

films ofer ucellent language exposure to studmts
outside the classroom- llideos make language

learning enjoyable and fun. They mativate both the
students qnd the teachers. The presenter u,plores the

possibilities ofutilizing the video clips for language

teaching at tertiary level. Several video clips are
selected and the content-bqsed approach is used n
teachfirstyear students at the University of Computer
Studies, Panglong. The video clips are used not only
to teach language but also to release it from the

students repertoire. The tasks are carefully planned
beforehand and the students' btowledge of the

vocabulary and npic are checked. Sqeral taslcs such

as video review, alternative ending, and summary
writing are given. It Lt found that although there are
some obstacles to surmount, video clips are a
welcome addition to the repertoire of language

teaching aids.

Kqwords: video clips, content-bosed approach,

langutge teaching aid, tertiary level students,

ulrosure

l.Introduction

Writing is a skill c/hidh n€€ds great efforts on
the part of both teacbers ad et'.r.uts, The author

explores several techiqrrcs of tacting 6e vriting
skill and finds that t€aching writing fuough vidco

clips is intriguing. She therefore.- delves into
theoretical background and gives practical
suggestions to improve the uniting of computer
uivenity students in this paper.

2. The Nature of lVriting Skill

Writing is a visual form of communication and
it is also considered as a productive skill because the '
writer not only creates new language but also -
interprets existing information. Nrman (2003) states

that vniting is an intellectual activity of finding the

ideas and thinking about the v/ay to express and

arange them into a statemsnt and paragraph that is
clear to be understood by the people I I ]. According to
Sokolik (2003), uriting is a combination of process

and product. The process refers to the act ofgathering
ideas or the steps we take ufren we produce a piece of
writing uihereas the product is knoum as a final piece

ofwriting [2]. For second language learners, it is one

of the important skills because they are able to make

the valuable investment in their future studies by
mastering this skill. By leaming the writing skill, the

learners will get howledge on how to writ€
effectively, how to express ideas, how to share their
thoughts with anyone else througb nriting. It is also
an extension ofboth speaking and listening skills.

3. Factors llindering the Development of
the rilriting Skill

Doing uniting activities needs a lot oftime and

the teachers have io finish teaching lessons according
to the lectrne plan within the periods given. Therefore,
in classrooms of Coryuter Universities, the learners
rarely have chance to practice the writing skill and it
is done as part ofreading and gramnar exercises. The
uniting skill is also a skill which is least liked by the

learners. In addition, the exam system prevents them
from creative witing skill because in the exam the

leamers only need to qrite 250 words essay and a

short paragrap\ which encourages memorization and



plagiarism. Besides, having large classrooms which
fail to provide the learners with a good environment
for practicing the uniting shll results in poor

development ofthis skill. In addition to these factors,

we need to consider another factor which is lack of
motivation for learning the writing skill.

4, The Problems Faced by Teachers and
Learners in Teaching Writing

Every language teacher hows that teaching

writing skill is a challenging job because of the

requirements of careful preparations with a variety of
teaching methods, teaching aids and activities for
lessons to make the leamers interested in them. In the

class, time spent for this skill is very lirnited, which
makes both the teachers and the learners face the

problems in teaching and learning the vniting skill.
The following are the problems faced by teachers and

leaners.

4.1 Lack of Vocabulary

This problem frequently occnrs during the class

activities and it is hard for the teachers to deal with it.
Although all learners may not have such problem, it
creates a limitation for them in writing even a short

sentence.

Solutions: The teachers should find out the way to help
the leamers by using available tools around them and

let them use appropriate dictionaries during the

activities. Before the activities, words related to the

topic should be taught by using the mind maps, etc. To
iryrove their vocabulary, they should be provided

with a rich variety of language experiences.

4.2 Grammar Problem

In writing, how to organizs a paragraph and

ideas are determined by grammar. When uriting, the

learners need to consider all the grammar structures

zuch as subject-verb agreement, tenses, pronouns,

articles, prepositions and sentence structures. The

common grammax mistakes they are used to making

are the use of tenses, articles, prepositions and

sentence structures.

Solutions: when teaching g'tmmar, the teachers

should explain grammar structures carefully. In some

cases, the mother tongrre is required to help the

learners in grammar. Using good realistic exaryles is

vital in fsashing grammar. These examples should be

chosen from authentic material such as

advertisements, movies, songs which can make them

easily memorable. The learaers should be taught a

variety of grammar exercises by using activities so that

the grammar stnrctures can be rued in more interesting

and realistic ways.

4.3 Lack of Motivation

In writing class, the teachers have difficulty
motivating the learners because most of them are not

interested in learning uniting. It is because they think
that the witing skill is the most complicated skill
which requires granmar stnrctures, 

-a 
lot of vocabulary

and ideas to malce a paragraph or even a sentence

readable.

Solutions: If the learners how zufficient words and

grammar sfuctures, they will be interested in leamrng

this skill. In addition, when they have knowledge n'rl
ideas about the topic, they will actively participate in
the writing activities. Therefore, the teacher sUoiia
give them the topics and ask them to find facts abou
them from anykinds ofsources beforehand and plo
the lessons based on the topic given and the previous

grammar lessons. Teaching writing skill is also

integrated with teaching reading skill. At the end of the

reading class, the teachers can ask them to write a short

paragraph about the passage. If they have already

learned ideas, appropriate words, and sentence

stnrctures from the passage, they will easily write and

be interested in doing writing lessons

5. The Role of Video Technology in
Teaching Language

Activities based learning is an effective way for
encouraging learners' motivation. Therefore, the

teacher should use a variety ofteaching aids to create

the best activities to meet the learners' needs. Today,

technology becomes part of our everydzy life and it is
brought into the language classrooms as the teaching

aids. Anong these teaching aids, video technology is

the most e ective method for our learners because

video material is more motivating thanthe other forms

of authentic material. Brinsing video material into the

classrooms gives the learners several advantages zuch

as stimulating their proactivity, high mofiyxfion and an

enjoyable leaming eayhsnment. It also provides the

learners with the real language sihration to enhance

learning outcomes, and topics and ideas to discuss.

To learn English, it is not just imFortant for
students to read" unite and say English words. It is
essential that they are exposed to a wide range of
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usages and styles. Video clips in the classroompmvide
that oppornmity. Cultural awar€ness of the target
language plays a vital role in learning that language.
Nothing helps students leam a language more than
engaging them in the cultrre. The more trey care about
the cultue, the more frey care about leaming the
language. The better they corne to undershnd the
cultue, the more they will begrn to understand the
language. Therefore, video material is an essential tool
for the leanrers ofEnglish because teaching English
with video materials combines EnClish learning with
the acquisition of social and cultural knowledge of the
language.

I*aming is not linear. It is impossible for
students to leam Engtish if they are jwt receiving the
information in the exact same form all the rime. Doing
activities with video clips in the classroom exposes to
the stude,nts to a variety of realistic scenarios. In
.uratching and listening these videos, students are able
fo fully rmderstand when and how words and phrases
are properly used.

Along with well-produced lesson plans,
reading practice, uniting activities and othor in-class
exercises, video clips are a greal addition to help
iryrove sfirdents' comprehension skill. ![atching
video clips works as an additional means to receive
information. As video clips ofte,n have a consistenJ
story-line througbou! students are better able to
understand and corylex material. However, it is
iryortant to choose the topics based on learners'
interests and their lwel of English proficiency in order
to use videos in the classrooms.

6.2 Whil$t- Teaching Session

This is the main step of teaching - leanring
process. In this session, the teacherplays the clip and
the students carefully watch the clips and do the
exercise based on the activity chosen. The teacher
obserrres the class whether they are following the
instuction. She assists them if necessary while doing
theirwork

6.3 Post - Teaching $ession

This is the last activity inrfeaching leaming
proc€ss. Rwiewing the material, explaoation about the
task and correcting the sMents' work are included in
this process. This session helps the teacher plan the
next lessons for the learners' needs.

7. Methods of Teaching Writing Skill
through Video Clips -

Knowing that video clips are effective toof t
enhance leamers' leaming outcomes, they are brought
into the classrooms of the University of Coryuter
Studies, Panglong to teach First year sttrde,nts the
vniting Skill. The students practice two tlpes of
writing, narrative writing and descriptive writing, with
the help of video clips in the classrooms. The video
Clips used are selected from VOA learning Fngtisb
Discovery Channel and YouTube. Shon video clips
are used to let the students practice the writing skill so
that they cannot be bored with leanring this ski[.

7.1 Questior and Answer

This activity is an individual activity which is
easy but useful. It is used to e,rcourage the students to
be interested in learningthe uniting skill through video
clips at the very first stage of practicing this skill. In
this activity, the students are asked to focw on the
actions aod what the qpeaker is saying in the video
clip. Before q/atching the clip, they are taught the new
words which are used in it. After uratchi"g iL they are
given the guestions rclatd, to it and ask€d to q,rite
down the:rnswers. Finally, the clip is played again to
check their answ€f,s. to gBmmatical
mistakes found in their answers, the teacher plans
lessons for next grammar class.

7.2 \that llappens Next?

This activity is coryarable to the euestion and
Answer activity. Instead ofhaving students ansu,rgl'fts
questions rvhy watching the video, they should predict

6. Procedure of Using Video Clips in
TeachingWriting Skill

Whe,n the

video clips, the

considered.

teacher prepares lessons by using
following procedrres must be

6.1 Pre - Teeching Session

This session is always needed for tbe learners
before an activity. It is said tbat this session is a
brainstoqing session to make the leamers' ideas work
well. It is also called as warm up activity to start the
class lesson- In this session" the teacher usually ndtes
doum the topic of the clip on the whiteboard or shows
the learners a picture based on the topic alrd asks them
to predict about the clip and detailed instnrctioru are
given to the students to the exercises.
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what will come next after the brief showing. This can

be done by way of writing down their answers. [f the

clip has a clear ending without any room for
prediction, the teacher can stop the clip a minute early

and have the students guess what will come next. Then

she can play the rest ofthe video to see ifthey are right.

7.3 Video Clips and Questions

Another way to use video to encourage student
thinkiag is students watching a short video clips and

then writing questions about the clips. Students form
pairs, exchange their questions, answer their partners'

questions. They then exchango papers again and score

their partners' answers. As students are writing
questions for real audience, this activity leads to better
questions. Students may also be more careful in
answering the questions because they are aware that a

fellow student will be gading them. This activity can

be used for teaching students about different levels of
thinking such as the difference between literal and

interpretive questions.

7.4 Alternative Endings

To do this activity, a video clip is stopped some

minutes early before the ending. The students are

asked to watch the clip and write down their prediction

about the ending. This activity enhances their creative

thinking. Then they are put into groups of two so that

they can share their predictions with each other. Any
ideas about the ending are accepted. After that the rest

of the clip is played to let thern krow the endings.

7.5 Video Review

In this activity, the students watch and listen to
a video clip which mentions the beautifrrl places

around tle world. They are asked to choose 5 places

and write about these places and find out what and why
they think the most beautiful place is. Then the Gacher

aranges the class into group of two and let them

discuss with each other about the places. They can

agree or disagree with each other. They are also asked

to write about some beautiful places which are not
mentioned in the video. Before doing this activity,
they are taught words used to describe the places. This
activity is used for practicing descriptive writing and

integrat€d with the speaking ski[. It also iryroves the

students'knowledge of the world.

7.6 Summary

In this activity, the students are asked to watch

a video and to write the snmmary of what has

happened in it. Before doing this activity, they are

taught how to write the summary uniting, and new

words and grammar stuctures which are used in the

summary. This is individual work and is used for
narrative vriting.

7.7 Split Viewing

This activity is described in some detail below.

From the language point of view, it can help practicing

narative tenses. This lesson uses the scene from a war
film. The students have a lot to observe in the scene.

This activity consists of four main 5fsgss and a follow
up stage.

In the pre-vrewing task, the students are asked

to answer the following questions in pain: Have you
ever seen any war filrns? Did you like them? WhyJ

Why not? Describe one of the battle scenes.

In the while-viewing taslq the class is split into
two groups, one group will watch and listen to the

scene; the other will only listen. Those who watch are

asked to observe what happens, making notes if
necessary, and be ready to explain to the others what
happened; the others are told to listen to the action and

write a few questions about what they can hear but
cantrot see. Then the video clip is played.

In the post-viewing task, each group ofstudents

is given the appropriate role-play card. They will need

some time to cornplete the task. After they have

finished they are ready to do the role-play.

In the last stage of role-play, students work in
pairs and conduct the interview; one journalist and one

eyewihess. They continue doing the role-play,

chanqing partners until each journalist has interviewed

all the eyewitnesses. This can allow for the teacher to

correct deviation from the procedure if necessary.

A good follow-up to this exercise is a vniting
exercise which involves all the students writing a letter
to their families telling of the horrific events. The

instuction to the students for the activity is as follows.
You work for NBC radio. You have been sent

to the battle scene just after the horrific atiack by
enemy planes. You need to get an exclusive story from
some of the eyewitnesses for the folls back home. You
have received this telegram from NBC. It contains the

questions they want to ask Unfortunately duing the

panic they have been wriffen in the wrong order. Order
them before you do the interviews and add two more
ofyour own.

t
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. doing/ you/ the planeV were./ whaU arrived/when ?

. planeV were/ how/ there/ man/

. bomb explode/ did/ hear/ the/ firsU you?

. where/ you/ exploded/ when/ werd the bombs?

. do/ did/ whaV you?

. see/ what/you/ did?

7.8 Back to Screen

This is a variation of split viewing technique.

The teacher selects a short engaging video clips and

then divides the class into pairs. One group faces the

screen and the other has their back to it. Then after
turning offthe sound, the teacher begins playing the

video. The students who can see the screen tell the
other students what is happening. After a few minutes

the students change the places. After that, the pair
write the cbronological sequence of what happened.

This is shared with another group and discuss as the

nrhole class. Finally, all participants watch the clip
together, with sounds.

7.9 Character Descriptions

Before a film clip is played the teacher writes
on the board the names of all the characters in the film
and gives the shrdents a brief explanation of each

character. Then each of the students is asked to pick a

character based on these descriptions. While doing this
activity, they are told to pay attention to their character
and take notes on who they are and what they do.

Finally, they are asked to write one to two paragraphs

about their character. To facilitate their writing, the
following starter questions can be asked to the

students.

r What is your character's name?

r What is their job?

o Where do they live?
o What are their goals?

. Are they in a rclxti6nship? If so, with whom?
For advanced students, the teacher can make

this into the biggerprojectby asking themto preparc

a presentation, doing research on the character and

the actors that represent the character.

While the students are doing these activities,
the teacher is going around ihe class to obserne thEir

work andhelp them ifrequired. The teacher corects
their mistakes and explains these mistakes to the
class after the activities. According to their needs, the
tmcherplans the next lessons.

8. The Problems with Using Video Clips
in The Classrooms

Although there are many benefits of wing
video technology in the langrrage classroo[ls, there are

some difficulties using videos as teaching aids. The
rnain pmblem is that the teachers have to spend much
more preparation time to choose appropriate video
clips to mect the students' needs.

As miltimedia lessons delivered via video
need coryuters, projectors and other electonic
devices, the teachers need to prepare tlie classroom to
be equipped with such devices before using videos as

a &aching aid. Another banier is the limited
availability of free edrcational videos. Not having
reliable electicity also affects teaching-learning
environment with video technology if the projector is
used in the classroom. In additio4 some students urho
do not prefer learning language through videos show
negative attitude in the class. There are two possible
dangers that may appear if the video is used purely as

a vehicle for a language. The first one is overlooking
the visual clues that the students may spot. Tkrefme,
visuality is an important aspect The second pithll is
keeping the focus on language and not on tte Nge.
It is very useful to take advantage of &e stnmg them
of the yidso film The theme can be disnssed in
n*iting or verbally.

9. Suggestions for Using Video Clips in
Teaching \ilriting SHll

The following is some suggestions ufuich are

needed to take into account while the video clips are

applied in teaching the writing skill.

o Make sure that the multimedia appliances such

as projector, cable and sound system are ready to
be used before the class, Ifthese appliances are

not available in the class, ask the students to
bring their laptops into the class.

. Select short videos so that the students will not
be bored with learning and an active learning
environnent can be created.

o Select appropriate video clips with non-violent
sc€'nes.

Select videos depending on the students'

interests, prior knowledge and level of English.

Select videos which reflect real life situations.

Select videos which provide the students with
newknowledge of the target language.

i
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o Effectively manage the class to ensute that the

students are able to actively participate in the

class work.

10. Findings

To find out how much video tecbnology is

effective 1611saching the students the vriting skill, the

taditional methods like giving them worksheet and

topics to write about are sometimes used. It is found

that they are more interested in learning this skill when

video clips are used. They are able to generate better

ideas of the topics when they practice this skill with
video clips. Most of them say that leaming the writing

skill with video technology is easy and enjoyable.

After watching the clips, they are more confident to

start their work. It is also observed that the classroom

environment becomes more active.

On the other hand when practicing the qniting

skill with convsntional method, they seem to be bored

and less motivated. They spend longer time to finish

their writing because they think that the teaching

material fail to stimulate their writing ability' In

additioq it is found that the students don't show

positive attitude towards practicing this language skill
in tle class.

11. Conclusion

Writing is the most important skill in language

learning because if the students master this skill, they

are able to master all of the other language skills. But

for the leamer, they are not interested in leaming this

skill and they think that it is difficult to generate ideas,

organizs ideas into their writing and concenfrate on it
in the class. Bringing video technology into the writing
class helps overcome these difficulties. It can be used

as a stinulus to inprove students' motiv*b d
confidence in leamingthis skill. These motiraioo d
confidence encourage the sflrdents to prodrce bca
ideas and organize these ideas into the paragraph Etrb
practicing the writing skill. It is conchrded dd fu
development of the students' writing skill c=
obviously be seen if videos are used in the classrm.
6s n lsaching aid.
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